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Developing new content and handling problems 

1.) Successful content: 

- „number of the day“ 

- social spots 

 

2.) experiment with mixed outcome: 

- humour: social spot „Kittchat“ 

 

3.) handling (or not handling) problems: 

- hate speech 

- „friendly fire“ 
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„Postcards“ with a central message 
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Social spot: 10 years Equal treatment act 
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https://vimeo.com/201857443 
 

https://vimeo.com/201857443
https://vimeo.com/201857443


Experiment: Humour 

Mockumentary „Kittchat“ 

Goal: To attract a young audience that is usually not interested in politics, anti-discrimination etc. 

by using humour, cute animals and technic gadgets/ video clip with a mean „twist“ 

- use of click-baiting (teaser text: A collar that lets animals speak with humans? OMG!?! 😱😱 😲😲 – 
The end of the clip could change your view on the world.) 

- Targeting of animal lovers, tech nerds etc. via Facebook ads 
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https://vimeo.com/19261
2659 
 
 

https://vimeo.com/192612659
https://vimeo.com/192612659


Would we do that again? 

On the minus side: 

- The comments showed that many people did not watch the video until the end – took the 
„collar“ seriously 

- The clip did not provoke any substantial discussion, many comments were just tags to other 
FB users 

On the plus side: 

- A few hundred more „fans“ 

- The official government FB site (+440.000 followers) cross-posted the clip and had a lot less 
misunderstanding and a lot more discussion about the message 
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Handling problems: Being blamed for the 
Cologne attacks 
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Displacement behaviour: Branding refugees as 
sexual predators 
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„Friendly fire“ 
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A few things to remember in a social media 
crisis 
- don‘t panic 

- be aware of your own emotions 

- the same strategy does not apply to every crisis 

- sitting something out can be a strategy (though it usually isn‘t) 

- changing channels helps (website, press releases etc) 

- distraction can be a strategy as well (creating new, more interesting content) 

- try to get support from your SoMe community 
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Vielen Dank für die Aufmerksamkeit! 
Antidiskriminierungsstelle des Bundes 
Glinkastraße 24 
10117Berlin 

Beratung 
Tel. 03018 555 1865 
E-Mail: beratung@ads.bund.de 

Zentrale 
Tel. 03018 555 1855 
E-Mail: poststelle@ads.bund.de 

www.antidiskriminierungsstelle.de 
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